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Meet the New Student Section
Executive Board!

Rob Powers - Chair

Tania Kurbessoian - Vice Chair

I am a PhD candidate at the

I am a PhD canditate at the

University of Michigan working in

University of California-Riverside in

Tim James’ lab. My research primarily

the Stajich lab. I am studying the

focuses on understanding the

role of melanized fungi in biological

genetic, epigenetic and gene

crust systems through microbiology,

regulatory mechanisms during

computational biology and

mating and heterokaryosis in the

mycological techniques.

mushroom-forming members of the
Agaricomycotina.

You can follow me on
@BlackYeastUnleashed on Instagram

My passion for mycology bloomed

and @BYUnleashed on Twitter for

later in life. My undergraduate

updates!

training was in computer science
and ethnomusicology. I worked for
ten years in the information
technology sector in San Francisco
before deciding that my true calling
was mycology.
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Meet the New Student Section
Executive Board!

KC Cifizzari - Secretary

Soileil Young - Treasurer

I am a Master’s student in Biology at

I am a second-year graduate student

Washington State University in Tri-

in the Currie lab at UW-Madison,

Cities, WA. My current research is

where I study the evolution of the

looking at mycorrhizal fungal

fungal cultivar of leaf-cutting ants. I

inoculants and the impact on

am particularly interested in how

grapevine growth and nutrient

mutualisms shape the dynamics of

uptake. I have been interested in

sexual reproduction in microbial

mycorrhizal fungi for several years

eukaryotes, and the active role that

and have examined them in the

fungal mutualists play in

majority of my projects to some

establishment and maintenance of

capacity.

symbioses.

As an undergraduate at Indiana
University, I served as secretary for
an organization called Grad Queers,
which served to network and
organize LGBTQ graduate students
on campus.

I was the managing editor of my
school’s LGBTQ magazine for three
years. I am also currently working on
a zine highlighting both historical
women in science who have been
largely overlooked or had their
accomplishments stolen, and
current women scientists involved in
science communication.
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Meet the New Student Section
Executive Board!

Samantha Harrow - Merchandise

Gillian Bergmann -

I am a Ph.D. candidate in the Pringle

Communication

lab in the Department of Botany at

I am an Ecology Ph.D. student in the

UW-Madison. i have a background in

Leveau Lab at UC Davis. I am

synthetic organic chemistry, natural

studying seed mycobiome assembly

products chemistry, and plant

across spatial scales.

ecology.
As a lab technician at Oregon State
My current research focuses on the

University (OSU), I characterized the

population genomics and

Douglas-fir seed mycobiome and the

biosynthetic pathway of toxins in

Populus wood mycobiome. I also

Amanita phalloides. I am using

helped revitalize the OSU Mycology

bioinformatics, genomics, and

Club, and worked with Dr. Jessie

heterologous expression to

Uehling to establish social media

understand the genetic

accounts for the Oregon Mycoflora

underpinnings of this system as well

Project. Additionally, I use my

as the intraspecific variation of

website (gebergmann.weebly.com)

individuals across North America

to share my research and

and Europe.

experiences as an early career
scientist.
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Meet the New Student Section
Executive Board!

Maria-Jose Romero-Jimenez -

Arthur Grupe - PostDoc Rep

Webmaster

I am Arthur Grupe, a Post-Doctoral

I am a PhD student at Oregon State

Scholar at University of Colorado

University's Botany and Plant

Boulder with Dr. Alisha Quandt. I

Pathology Department. I currently

study host jumping in

work with Posy Busby isolating

entomopathogenic fungi.

epiphytes and endophytes from
poplar leaves.

Prior to this, I studied the ecology
and systematics of the pecan truffle

I did my Master's at Western Illinois

(Tuber lyonii) and related species in

University and worked with Dr.

commercial pecan orchards in

Andrea Porras-Alfaro characterizing

Georgia. This work at the University

an novel Darksidea species and the

of Florida (UF) with Dr. Matthew

effect they have on grasses.

Smith led to my PhD. Before that I
studied diversity and evolution of
tooth fungi (Sarcodon species) from
Central and South America at
Humboldt State University with Dr.
Terry Henkel for my Master’s thesis.
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Mycology from the Cloud
Job Panel Review

This year the MSA Student Section hosted a Job Panel during our first virtual
meeting, Mycology from the Cloud!
For the job panel we have the participation of:
Dr. Jessie Uehling, Assistant Professor at Oregon State University
Dr. Chris Smith, Assistant Professor at Lock Haven University
Maureen Queen, Supervisor in Development Science at Beckman Coulter, Inc
Dr. Dimitre Mollov, USDA Scientist at the USD ARS
Rosanne Healy, mycologist at University of Florida
Dr. Rachel Koch, PosDoc researcher at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
During the panel we had more than 100
attendees from across the world! Thank you
panelists and attendees for making the panel a
great experience for everyone. We had a
wonderful time discussing career paths for
mycologists!
The recorded panel will be available for MSA
members soon!
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Kirsten Gotting
Student Spotlight
Kirsten Gotting is from Portland,
Oregon. She is doing her PhD at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her
current advisor is Cameron Currie.
Tell us about your project!
I'm really interested in evolution and
diversification, and how symbiosis
plays a role in these processes. The
system I work on is the fungusgrowing ant-microbe symbiosis. More
specifically, I work on the specialized
mycoparasite Escovopsis, which
consumes the fungus that the ants
cultivate. One of the cool things about
fungus-growing ants is that they have
been growing fungus for 55 million
years, which for perspective was
around when the dinosaurs went
extinct. We don't know when
Escovopsis specialized on the fungusgrowing ant cultivar, but we do know
that it parasitizes almost every type of
fungus-growing ant agriculture and
there are specific species of
Escovopsis that infect the different
agricultures. I'm excited to learn more

What are your career goals/plans?
I came for my PhD because I really
want to be a group leader some day. I
love everything about basic research
and can't imagine a better job! My
second choice would be some sort of
data analysis project manager; data
analysis and visualization is one of my
favorite things on the job.

about the evolution of this parasite
and how it has adapted and
differentiated across ant agriculture.
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Kirsten Gotting
Student Spotlight

There are so many species to
discover, life histories to unravel, and
interactions to manipulate that I could

What is your favorite fungus and

study them for twenty lifetimes and

why?

still have more questions. I also get

This is so hard for me, so I’m going to

really inspired by the range of

name a couple. First off, the

research that people do with fungi, it

flagellated fungi that live in cow guts. I

seems like they are the perfect

just find them absolutely fascinating,

models for so many things how could

especially since when I think of

you not want to dive in!

flagellated fungi, chytrids and dead
amphibians mostly come to mind. But

Who is your mycology role model?

the idea of having a mutualist with

This one’s super easy for me: Anne

similar morphology in ruminant guts

Pringle! I’ve never told her this, but

dispels that image for me and brings

when I was in undergrad, my Ecology

up a bunch of questions: How did they

professor Bitty Roy showed us a video

get there? How did they survive in

of Anne doing her multi-year

early ruminant guts? How have they

experimental survey on gravestone

adapted to that environment?

lichens. I remember thinking to

I also am also obsessed with rust

myself, “Gosh it would be so cool to

fungi; the complexity of their

get to be like her some day!” and now

developmental life histories amazes

I get to learn from Anne because she

me in so many ways. They create so

is on my committee! I'm so grateful

many unique structures and have so

that Bitty showcased women scientists

many hosts, what’s not to love?

in her classes. I got to reconnect with

There's also a ton of cedar apple rust

Bitty through the MSA because we

on all of the apple trees in Madison

were both at the meeting in 2019. I

right now (early September), and while

honestly never saw myself getting to

the telia are beautiful, the shape of

the place in my life where I would get

them low-key triggers my gag reflex.

to do a PhD, so having these “full
circle” moments with people I admire

What is your favorite fact/thing

brings me more joy than anything

about fungi?

else.

Definitely soy sauce. But also how
little we know about them.
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Kirsten Gotting
Student Spotlight

What do you like to do in your free
time? What are your hobbies?
I read year round and in the winter I

Any great stories from field work

crochet while watching trash

(funny/interesting/something that

television. My favorite book I read this

stuck out to you)?

year was "The Left Hand of Darkness"

Some of the fungus growing ants that

by Ursula Leguin, it's the first book in

we study live underground, so you

a while that I feel strongly compelled

have to dig an approximately two foot

to read again. Ursula built up the

hole to find their nests. On my first

story and alien culture in such an

field trip in Georgia, we were on our

interesting way that actually made me

last day of digging ants and were

want to experience the cold dark

trying to get as many colonies as we

planet, which would normally terrify

could. Currie lab postdoc Hongjie

me mostly because I don't like the

always "hit nest" first, but this time I

cold. In the summer, I like to get

was barely half way through digging

outside, but this summer has been

my hole when he called out that he

challenging. Luckily, I found a new

had gotten one. I couldn't believe how

passion in SUP! In Madison we are

fast he had finished! It felt like the

fortunate enough to be within a

further I dug, the harder it was getting

couple miles of three lakes, so it

for me. I asked him to come help me

makes for the perfect setting for

dig, and when he did, he exclaimed

pandemic era socializing.

“This is like digging a rock!”
Fortunately, teamwork got us to the
ants by alternating digging until we
got the nest. I later I come to find
that the soil in the rest of the area
was very soft in comparison, almost
like sand, and I was kicking myself for
picking a spot with really dense soil to
start off with.
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Kirsten Gotting
Student Spotlight
Anything else you'd like to talk about?
One thing that I am really interested in is the history of genetics and specifically
how it has harmed marginalized groups. I am getting my PhD through the Genetics
Training Program at UW Madison, and one thing that struck me in my required
course work was that there wasn't any mention of eugenics or eugenics
perpetrators, who are often the same people who contributed to foundational
genetics principles. I had the same kind of feeling throughout my undergraduate
coursework. This knowledge gap in many genetics classes really frustrated me. I felt
like the whole curriculum that I had partaken in over the years ignored the sociopolitical impacts of how eugenics was a large start of genetics research in the US
and shaped a lot of governmental policy. I knew that there had to be other students
out there that were frustrated by the lack of acknowledgement of how much harm
this field can have, and that it may have pushed those students away from science
and genetics.
When the civil rights protests began this summer, I felt incredibly motivated to try
to make a change in my department. I got in touch with faculty in the department
and suggested that there could be an entire class on how genetics has shaped
policy that harms marginalized groups and that these topics should be in every
class. I'm really happy to say that the faculty fully supported the idea and are now
integrating these topics into their coursework, whether it be naming perpetrators in
the field, or including case studies where genetics directly harmed marginalized
groups. In addition, a peer and I put together a reading group with a focus on
scientific accountability where we highlight specific instances where genetics has
done harm, or how we can improve our genetics pedagogy to be more inclusive. So
far, it's been a really great space where faculty and students have gathered to talk
about these topics. I'm really excited to see where it goes in the next year. Thus far,
we've already started a focus group to dig up information about how our genetics
department connected to eugenics in the early 1900's. I can't wait to see what else
comes from it and hope that departments at other universities adopt similar
integrations of historical perspectives into their coursework. I'm not sure what the
long lasting impact of this will be, but I hope that it helps serves as a start to greater
change.
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Graduate School/Post-Doc Opportunities
Dr. Omoanghe Isikhuemhen
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
Dr. Omoanghe is at a LandGrant University in North Carolina
(https://www.ncat.edu/) and is in the College of Agriculture. His background is in
mycology, and his research is in the area of applied mycology. He is seeking
graduate students for MSc now or PhD students (our PhD program is scheduled to
come on in Fall 2021). The area of interest is Mushroom Science and Biotechnology.
Specific research areas could be in truffle biology and cultivation; Mushrooms for
food and feed; Plant pathology in emerging crops. Assistantship of up to 24k per
year is available. The tuition waiver is difficult, but it is available sometimes.
Check out this cool story Made in Greensboro wrote about him and his research at
NCAT: https://www.madeingso.com/2019/08/28/omon_isikhuemhen/.
if you are interested, please reach out to Dr. Omoanghe at omon@ncat.edu.
Dr. Stephanie Kivlin
University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Dr. Kivlin is an Assistant Professor and a microbial and ecosystem ecologist at the
University of Tennessee-Knoxville. She is currently recruiting graduate students for
Fall 2021. Her current research interests include (1) altitudinal gradients in fungal
phytobiomes and resulting consequences on plant fitness and soil carbon storage,
(2) the role of fungi and bacteria in above- and belowground ecosystem response to
disturbance in the nearby Smoky Mountains, and (3) global patterns of arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungal distributions and diversity (her website).
Feel free to check her website https://kivlinlab.github.io/# and contact her to
discuss about fungi, biogeography and global change before the Dec 1st (deadline
to apply for the program).
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Graduate School/Post-Doc Opportunities
BPP Diversity Advancement Graduate Assistantship
Oregon State University - Department of Botany and Plant Pathology
"The Department of Botany and Plant Pathology (BPP) is pleased to invite applicants
for the BPP Diversity Advancement Graduate Assistantship. BPP provides funding
for a graduate assistantship to increase the ethnic and cultural diversity in plant
sciences, to promote diversification of the academic environment in BPP and OSU,
and to prepare students for their future careers in academics and industry. This
assistantship is intended to create opportunities that enhance the inclusion of
graduate students from nontraditional backgrounds who have expressed interests
in a career in the plant sciences."
Check information about qualifications, assistantship details, application
requirements and deadlines at https://bpp.oregonstate.edu/bpp/botany-plantpathology-diversity-advancement-graduate-assistantship.
For more information contact the BPP Graduate Studies Committee at 541-7375362 or Bruce McCone at mccuneb@science.oregonstate.edu.
Post-Doc Position
Bonito Lab, Michigan State University
Switchgrass is a cellulosic bioenergy crop that is being tested for performance on
non-arable (marginal) lands. We seek an excellent Postdoc to conduct microbiome
research to understand the drivers and consequences of switchgrass rhizosphere
communities, and to coordinate plant, fungal, and bacteria-based team research
activities across labs. The position will be located on the Michigan State University
(MSU) main campus (East Lansing), but will frequently travel to execute collaborative
projects at MSU’s Kellogg Biological Station (Hickory Corners) and present GLBRC
microbiome results at meetings.
Check the following link for information on requirements and application
instructions https://careers.msu.edu/en-us/job/503845/research-associatefixedterm.
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Graduate School/Post-Doc Opportunities
Post-Doc Position
Manosalva Lab, University of California-Riverside
The Manosalva laboratory at UCR is recruiting for a highly motivated postdoc to work on
different projects recently funded by USDA grants to understand P. cinnamomi (Pc) genetic
and phenotypic diversity, host adaptation, and to develop molecular diagnostics tools.
Phytophthora species’overall economic damage to crops in the United States (US) is
estimated to be in the tens of billions of dollars, including the costs of control measures.
Phytophthora cinnamomi, a widely distributed devastating soil-borne oomycete pathogen,
causes Phytophthora Root Rot (PRR) in over 5,000 plant species including many of
importance in agriculture, forestry, horticulture, and nursery industry. Avocado PRR
remains the common hindrance to avocado production worldwide. This pathogen affects
approximately 60-75% of California (CA) avocado growers causing losses of $40 million
annually. Despite the importance of this devastating pathogen, the mechanisms explaining
the genetic and phenotypic variability as well as host adaptation are completely unknown.
Moreover, the recent identification of fungicide resistant Pc isolates that are also more
virulent in avocado argues for the development of new strategies for Pc management.
How to Apply/Contact: The position could commence as early as November 1st, 2020 but
no later than January 15th, 2021. Screening will start on September 21th and will continue
until the position is filled. Salary will be competitive and commensurate with qualifications
and experience. Candidates should apply directly to Dr. Patricia Manosalva via email by
submitting a single PDF file containing: cover letter and curriculum vitae (CV) indicating how
you meet the minimum qualifications and listing the contact information of three
references to patricia.manosalva@ucr.edu. The subject of the email should be
“Postdoctoral Scholar in Phytophthora cinnamomi”.
Four PhD Fellowships
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology - Purdue University
The Department of Botany and Plant Pathology at Purdue has a new PhD training program
in Quantitative Plant Pathology (QP3), funded by the USDA and Purdue Research
Foundation. QP3 provides funding for students to earn their PhDs in one of 13 plant
pathology labs at Purdue: https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/Pages/researchprofiles.aspx. We are
searching for talented students who are eager to make a difference through plant
pathology.
Check more info at https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/Pages/QP3.aspx
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